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Abstract
Hospital is one of the most complex organization with highly intensive interaction between stakeholders (patients, nurses, doctors, staff, etc.). In the operation of a hospital, the use of Information technology has proven to improve effectiveness and efficiency. However, in the majority of cases, the processes to achieve the Strategic Objectives through implementation of Information Technology are full of challenges. Based on the case study in Dharmais Cancer Hospital, there are many symptoms that are identified by this study and lead to 4 issues, namely: lack of ownership from Business users, lack of alignment between business strategy and IT strategy, lack of awareness to use IT as a tool for competitive advantage, and low quality of IT operation performances. In order to solve the issues and support the achievement of Strategic Business Objective through IT, an Enterprise Architecture approach can be used to develop baseline architecture, identify the target architecture, finding the gap, and use the gap as recommendation to solve those issues. The methodology chosen is TOGAF ADM, based on its focus on processes and its flexibility to combine artifacts and approaches that are most suitable for the case. This study develops 7 recommendations to Strengthen Business area of organization, 5 recommendations to Align IT plan with Business Strategy, 16 recommendations to Implement several IT solutions as Competitive Advantage for organization, and 8 recommendations to provide higher performances by enabling Service Management approach for IT Operation. This study also shows how TOGAF ADM can improve the awareness of the business users to the business itself.
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1- Introduction
Hospital is one of the most complex organization with highly intensive interaction between stakeholders from patients, nurses, doctors, administration staffs, and others [1, 2]. In order to support the operation, the use of Information technology have proven to be able to improve effectiveness and efficiency [3, 4]. However, in majority of the cases, the process to implement the support of Information Technology has always been painful and full of challenges [5, 6]. Along the years, Dharmais Cancer Hospital in Jakarta – Indonesia, (“Dharmais”) has implemented several Information Technology solutions, but the experiences from decision until implementation were not satisfactory. One of the key factors that is consistently perceived as the root cause for the not-so-smooth process of implementing Information Technology is the absence of an Enterprise Architecture as “Reference” in the Organization. This Architecture is expected to be the reference in the implementation of Information Technology, providing guidance in the execution, and used as final evaluating tool for the result [4, 7-10]. Thus, for a Hospital which experiences many problems in implementing Information Technology support, this paper sees how those problems could be avoided, mitigated, or even solved by developing an Enterprise Architecture from the current existing Business Strategy. This study also expects to
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generate long term benefit for Dharmais, by proposing structures, mechanism, processes, and arrangement of authority for the Governance of implementation of Information Technology to support the achievement of Business Strategy [11].

Dharmais has already developed its business strategies and cascading it through the organization using Balance Score Card [12], thus what is needed further is a framework with strong emphasize on process to help “operationalize” the business strategy into a well-defined Architecture (for Information Technology implementation). This is the reason to choose Architecture Development Method (ADM) from TOGAF (The Open Group Architecture Framework). TOGAF ADM can help to detail the processes [13] and focus on Operational activity [14]. TOGAF ADM methodology provides steps to capture “as-is” status and then to develop the “target” architecture. This target architecture is a roadmap for organization to achieve its strategic objectives. TOGAF ADM, not only providing the roadmap, is also showing the gap between the target with current existing condition.

Several researches have shown the benefit of TOGAF ADM in supporting Hospital or other Organization. It has the capabilities to support in Strategic Planning Process [9], to develop a Hospital Information System [15], to integrate several independent Hospital (and its related Hospital Information System) into 1 single Architecture [16] to optimize the use of IT to support the achievement of Business Objectives [17], to develop a Medical Record service [5], to improve quality of a specific service in organization [18] while also to optimize the use of existing IT platform [19], to improve implementation and creation of SOP in organization [7], and also to help in converting manual process into automation [8].

2- Related Works

2-1- Implementation of TOGAF ADM to Improve Business Process and/or Increase Automatization

In a case study in Ministry of Internal Affair, TOGAF ADM methodology is implemented to develop Standard Operating Procedures (SOP) for PUSDATIN (Centre of Data and Information). The identified problems to be solved are: Absence of SOP to support each work unit in the process of Regular Reporting, Updating and Submission of information, Absence of Storage Database, Silo approach in Application Development, and Frequent Discontinuation of Application use within the organization [7]. This study provides action plan and timeline as the result of Gap Analysis between Current and Target Architecture. However, it is not providing proposed governance of the architecture development, and implementation.

TOGAF ADM has also been used to increase the level of automatization in a company’s Business Processes [8]. Moreover, this study is using the same framework to integrate scattered applications and increase the level of sharing. The result of this study is a very structured approach in the process of developing the Architecture, but it is still lacking of proposal for a formal structure that owns the Governance authority to guide the implementation of the proposed Architecture.

Another study is using TOGAF ADM to optimize current ERP Platform of a company, and integrate with other application within the company [19]. Thus, this could help to increase the service quality of IT function to internal users. This study results in a Blueprint of IT which was expected to sustain the growth of business. The TOGAF methodology is used to develop all architectural domain, then move to delivery of Opportunity and Solution, but it leaves the migration and governance plan to the company and leave it out from the study. This study has developed comprehensive steps to use primary data from stakeholders, and using it to get the approval of a proposed Architecture.

2-2- Implementation of TOGAF ADM for Strategic Planning

The use of TOGAF during Strategic Planning process was conducted in Ministry of Agriculture for Information and Technology [9]. The framework is used to identify main processes within the Ministry, and rearranging the most impactful processes that need to be prioritized based on limited Budget available. This study, though, have not aligned the separate architecture output of Business, Information and Technology. It does mention several new technologies to be accommodated (Big Data, IoT, etc.) but not providing plan to implement those technology. This may stem from the absence of “pain points” in the start of the methodology.

Another use of TOGAF ADM for Strategic Planning have been shown in order to formulate a Contingency Plan for Disaster in National Centre of Archives [17]. This study delivers comprehensive processes for management and governance for any disaster, but still lacking on the development of Technology Architecture to support the expected processes. This study is not providing clear path to reduce dependency of the organization to 3rd party provider for technology solution.

2-3- Implementation of TOGAF ADM for New Services Development or Business Consolidation

TOGAF has also been used in combination with other tools to support improvement of Hospital Operation. One of them is a proposal to combine 3 methods, namely, BTEP (business transformation enablement program) – TOGAF ADM – ESIA (Eliminate, Simplify, Integrate, and Automate) to help consolidating Hospital operation which consisted of several branches. However, the methodology is not elaborating more on the migration, change management, and governance of the implementation of target architecture [15].
The proposed methodology above is put in a case study in a merged hospitals which are consisted of multiple branches [16]. The study proposes a comprehensive architecture to support the consolidation, including finding the potential upside of the consolidated processes. But, just as shown earlier, it has not provided further analysis on how the governance of an architecture is handled in the organization during the development, changes, or implementation of the architecture’s element.

TOGAF ADM is also used in developing Electronic Medical Record in Hospital [5]. The approach is not using the development of as-is Architecture, but, direct to the development of Target Architecture. This study puts strong emphasize on the validation (and feedback) from stakeholders (Enterprise Architecture Design Validation). But, again, this study has not explored elements of migration plan and management of the migration (Architecture Governance and Change Management).

From all above researches, multiple variations exist in the use of TOGAF ADM to support the development of Enterprise Architecture [20]. Each variation is depending on the objectives, which could be derived from the “pain points” of each case. But, there is a consistent gap identified, which is the study of Architecture Governance and Change management in an organization, related to EA development, implementation and evaluation. This gap is highly significant since it is highly related to elements of successful use of EA which are Executive Sponsorship and User Involvement [21]. This study puts more focus on this Architecture Governance area.

3- Research Framework

The research uses the sequence as shown in Figure 1. It has 5 main stages, and stage 3 is consisted of several phases of TOGAF ADM.

**Stage 1. Problem Identification**

Identification of Problem are conducted through several steps of discussions and interviews with 3 major stakeholders from the Dharmais: Executive / Management layer, Users, and IT Department Coordinator.

**Stage 2. Data / Information Gathering**

Data gathering use several sources: Primary data from interviews, discussions, and Secondary data from report, regulation, benchmarking studies, etc. All this data is used to validate the final identification of problem, and for the further iteration of architecture development on the next stage.
Stage 3. TOGAF ADM Iteration

This stage is the main processes to the study. All the phases, will be adjusted accordingly to align with current condition of Dharmais. During this stage, an iteration to gather additional data from previous stage is possible. In between phases, a Requirements Catalogue is provided throughout the phases to sustain the cycle, to identify the architecture requirements, and to ensure that requirements are available before a certain phase is executed [22].

Preliminary Phase. Activities during Preliminary phase is providing all the information necessary to start the process, such as resources allocation (people, time, rule of engagement), information on Business Strategy, and initial discussion with stakeholder. Moreover, this phase will define the architectural principles and the governance mechanism to manage full cycle of Architecture processes within the organization.

Architecture Vision. This phase identifies organization Vision, Mission, Business Model and Strategy, Value Chain diagram, and Stakeholder map matrix. A solution concept diagram will also be defined during this phase.

Business Architecture Phase. This phase identifies how the organization is structuring itself to manage the operation. It is also related to allocation, delegation, and arrangement of authority on each function, unit, or actors in the organization. Moreover, this phase will also identify Business Processes that capture the interaction between units and functions to achieve the Values defined in the Value chain.

Information Architecture Phase (Data Architecture). This phase is divided into 2 part: Data Architecture phase and Application Architecture phase. This study is putting significant focus on how the Data Management in Dharmais with understanding that Data is the key resources in Hospital that define the strategic relevance and sustainability for the organization [3, 15].

Information Architecture Phase (Application Architecture). This phase provides steps to capture the current application Portfolio in Dharmais. With earlier understanding of the Business Architecture and Data Architecture, this study proposes how the Target Architecture of Applications in Dharmais in alignment with Business Strategies and Objectives.

Technology Architecture Phase. This phase generates information that explain how technologies are utilized in Dharmais. Technology Portfolio Catalogue and Network Diagram are developed to capture existing Architecture.

Opportunity and Solution Phase. This Phase is related to summarization of all results of the gap analysis resulted from previous phases.

Migration Planning Phase. This phase is detailing the implementation plan of Target Architecture and further subdivided the plan into several programs or projects with associated resources and capabilities requirement. This phase is not discussed, and it is not within the scope of this study.

Implementation Governance and Change Management Phase. Implementation Governance Phase provide control of the deliverables of programs/ projects, including the decision framework within Dharmais organization for solution and implementation of architecture. Change Management phase focuses on how the organization detects and responds to requirement of changes in the architecture and/or its implementation plan.

Stage 4. Exposure and Decision

Each deliverables of phases of TOGAF ADM is summarized and presented to Stakeholders of Dharmais, and possible iteration to previous stage(s) is still be possible to conclude as holistic as possible before continuing to next phase of TOGAF ADM.

Stage 5. Final Presentation

Only when all the iterations are completed for each of phases, then the study move to final conclusion of the Enterprise Architecture that are presented on the final stage. The result of this final stage are the deliverables of this study, joined with all the supporting materials that come with it.

4. Results and Discussions

4-1. Preliminary Phase

4-1-1. Architecture Principles

This study collects perspectives and requirement from several key stakeholders, which are President Director, Director of Planning, and also Head of IT installation. There are 3 key requirements developed from this interview: EA is expected to be the roadmap for maximizing IT to support achievement of objective, EA is also expected to define the “Smart” vision of the hospital, and EA recommendations should be included in near term with the plan of new building in 2023. Further, this study generates 14 architecture principles that are approved to be used during the process of EA development. Those principles are below:

• **Data Principles**: 6. Data is an Asset, 7. Data Security, 8. Data is Shared, 9. Data is Accessible, 10. Data trustee;

• **Application Principles**: 11. IT system are Standardized and Reused, 12. Interoperability;

• **Technology Principles**: 13. IT System support 24*7 availability, 14. Technology Independent.

### 4-1-2- Architecture Governance

Since the success of an Information System project is seen as having great dependencies on how the governance is setup, then this study is reviewing how the governance scheme available in Dharmais to support EA development and maintenance. Governance is achieved by applying measure on several levels of organizations, namely, Strategic, Business, and Operational levels [23]. This study finds out that there has not been any function and unit with capabilities to provide management of Architecture governance in Dharmais. To continue with the process, an adjusted governance scheme is developed by this study, based on Architecture Governance scheme in TOGAF, and completed with further research through several documents in Dharmais. The result is shown in Figure 2. This scheme has identified the existence of a “Quality Committee” in Hospital organization with a role that match with the requirement of the reference scheme by TOGAF.

![Figure 2. Proposed Architecture Governance Scheme.](image)

With the purpose to reinforce the current role and responsibilities exist in the organization [24], then the proposed scheme for Architecture Governance Board in Dharmais is an improved scheme with 4 additional adjustments:

- **Inclusion of Quality Committee** to review, validate and provide recommendation to Management. This role includes deliverables of final Enterprise Architecture, and control of the implementation from Process Business improvement plan, Solution, and Indicators to measure the impact of implementation.

- **Creation of IT Architect and Business Analyst function** to execute the development of Enterprise Architecture, and process business improvement plan. Both roles will work together to map business processes and all the implications from business, legal and technical perspectives [25].

- **Creation of IT Development team** to provide the solutions required for the implementation of Architectures element.

- **Creation of Dedicated IT Service Management team** to handle Operation and Performance Management based on indicators.

### 4-2- Architecture Vision Phase

#### 4-2-1- Vision and Mission

Dharmais have already developed its Business Strategy in 2020, which covers period of 2020-2024. It is called Rencana Strategi Bisnis 2020-2024 (RSB 2020-2024) and contain several Key information required to align the Architecture Development process to support the Business Objective. Vision and Mission of organization is included as shown below in Table 1 [12].
Table 1. Vision and Mission of RSK Dharmais.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Objects</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Vision</strong></td>
<td>Becoming a “Caring and Smart” National Cancer Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Providing Comprehensive and evidence-based Cancer treatment with Good Clinical Governance, Patient-centered Care and Safety</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mission</strong></td>
<td>2. Conducting Cancer-related Education and Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Conducting Cancer-related Research to improve Cancer Patient-care</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Providing National Cancer Registration based on Population (PBCR) and Hospital (HBCR), and Managing National Cancer Load data</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, the vision and mission above is not capturing the essence of Dharmais as Cancer Hospital, as explained by stakeholders. This study improves the abstraction of vision and mission by re-draws it as Figure 3. From this re-drawing, clearly shown that Dharmais as a Cancer Hospital, and a National Cancer means that Providing Medical Service (patient care), Providing Education and Training, Conducting Research, and Conducting Cancer Registration are the key activities of Dharmais. Research activities must play a key role in Dharmais, and the results are used to improve hospital capabilities to provide medical services to patient (outpatient and inpatient). This capability is also disseminated through Training and Education activities for other Hospital or external entity that requires it. Concurrently Dharmais is also appointed to collect and analyse national Cancer data (Hospital and Population based Cancer Registration) within its research capability, and share the information for the government or other relevant institution or communities.

Figure 3. Vision and Mission RSK Dharmais.

4-2-2- Value Chain Diagram

As stipulated in the documents, the strategies to achieve vision are developed in Dharmais using SWOT and Balance Score Card (BSC), which resulted in a Strategy Map [12]. The strategy Map is consisted of 19 Strategies and distributed in 4 domains of: Financial Domain, Stakeholder’s Perspective, Internal Process, and Learning / Growth. All this strategies are assigned to each related functions and units, and broken down into several Performance Indicators with assigned parameters. Unfortunately, this strategy map is not equipped with high level diagram of Value Chain that explain the processes in Dharmais.

To ensure the alignment is in place, this study develops a Value Chain for the hospital, using the previous information gathered. This Value Chain is capturing the primary activities within Dharmais that directly contributes to main value creation and the supporting activities that support the success of those primary activities. The mapping is using Porter’s approach for Value Chain Diagram. Figure 4 is showing the result of the development of Value Chain.
Within this proposed Value Chain, this study categorize all the activities that interact directly with patients as primary, and the rest of activities without direct interaction with patients as supporting. The Value Chain is showing the Value Creation of 4 main missions in Dharmais (Services, Education, Research, and Cancer Registration), supported by other primary activities and also supporting activities. As already shown on the Strategy Map, those 4 main Value Creation Activities (Patient Care, Education, Research, and Cancer Registration) are main contributor to stakeholder’s value, which then sequentially will be the keys in achieving the Vision. This is the basis for Business Process creation in Dharmais. This study is also proposing an elaboration of Sales & Marketing Value activities which are directly related to the objective of being financially independent through increase of revenue, and Service activities which are directly influencing the achievement of positive engagement with customers / patients and also sustainability of revenue. Both are the keys to support Dharmais Strategy of increasing revenue and becoming less dependent to National Budget [12].

4-2-3- Solution Concept Diagram

This phase is also capturing the ‘as-is’ condition of the solution. This study divides current solution view into 4 layers which represent how the systems are interfacing with other layer to provide services. User Management Layer is the layer to put all the users as the stakeholders of Dharmais. Access Management Layer provides alternatives of access for each type of users. Application Management Layer shows several applications that Dharmais is using now, and Database Layer that shows several databases utilized within the system and its interconnectivity. The issues with current system is the absence of application support for primary activities of Education/Training and Research, lack of database integration, and also lack of integration on application (some application work in silo without interoperability).

This study develops target solution concept diagram with some improvements to address the deficiencies of current system. Those improvements are Integration of access management layer – by providing universal access to all 5 type of users using web-based, mobile-based, or desktop-client, Consolidation of application for each Value stream, Develop application to support Education and Research Value stream, Integrating database of Hospital to support Big Data, Develop API-based access to Database – to enable scalability and reusability of data access, and Develop Data analytics capability through Data Warehouse – providing new layer of Data Analytics and Business Intelligence to enhance the use of Data. Figure 5 is showing the target Solution Concept Diagram which already accommodates the abovementioned improvements.

4-3- Business Architecture Phase

4-3-1- Organization Structure

As public hospital directly under Ministry of Health, Dharmais is using standardized organization structure as shown in Figure 6 [26]. Management of the Hospital are led by President Director (Direktur Utama) which are supported by 4 others Director. They are monitored by Supervisory Board [27]. Below management layer, there are units to support each management role. There are also several non-structural committees to provide standardization, advices, or compliance review on Hospital activities and resources. Each of the committee reports to Management of Dharmais.
Continuing the discussion previously on Value Chain, it is interesting that this organization structure is missing several important elements. First, the primary activities of Education and Training, and Research, are put into 1 structure under Director of HR, Education, and Research. Second, these 2 primary activities are merged. This indicates the less focus and narrow span of influence and control of it, which is contrary to proposed Value Chain. Regardless of the structure, it is imperative that those 2 primary activities need to be reinforced further.

4-3-2 Business Process Diagram

The current business processes is not available in Dharmais (latest version is year 2016), thus this study provides high level view of the business processes based on previous Value Chain, to be elaborated later by organization. As shown in Figure 7, the 4 primary activities is key to create values and they serve several market with different interest and values. Public is related to medical service, government is concerned with performance and public health information, B2B partners could serve as patients or partners in creating values, while healthcare providers are related to the sharing of competency of cancer treatment, etc. Further detail on the business processes within each primary activities this study is using BPMN tool [28] to provide samples of the processes.
For Sales & Marketing value stream, this study develops a proposed detailed tasks and positioning as part of Target Business Architecture. Further, this study breaks down the activities into 4 proposed main activities of Sales & Marketing Value stream. Those activities are Developing Market Strategy – based on Segments, Developing Value Proposition – customized for each particular target market, Creating Pricing Strategy – which includes availability of internal resource allocation in Dharmais, and Developing Communication Plan – through opening channels and partners to leverage Dharmais strengths. Figure 8 is showing how those 4 activities relate within Sales and Marketing stream.

Figure 8. Sales and Marketing Activities Layer Diagram.

Sales & Marketing value stream needs to have access to all data of resource usage to define the cost and pricing strategy. This data is used to develop market strategy using elements of architecture, which then enable the team to finalize the value proposition to each market segments Dharmais plan to serve. The final part of this value stream is the Communication plan through traditional and mainly Digital Channels.

4-3-3- Data Management Process Diagram

Hospital is an entity with abundant of data of highly valuable resources which are beneficial to improve health management in general [29]. Dharmais is not only appointed as National Cancer Hospital but also as National Registration Centre for Cancer [30]. Thus, it is only logical that one of primary activities in Dharmais is to provide high quality data management for Cancer, from detection, treatment, and mortality. For that reason, for Dharmais to have the competitive advantage as defined in the strategy map, top management must have a clear understanding of the data flows in the organization, application, and infrastructures across business units [31, 32]. This study finds a written guidance for business processes for data management in Dharmais [33], which covers not only cancer-related data but also all data generated from Dharmais operation as hospital (finance, performance, employee, etc.).
To ensure the alignment of this policy with proposed value chain, this study proposes separation of Data Creation processes and Data Operationalization processes in Dharmais. Data creation process relies on the capability of business to collect all relevant data using multiple technique and media (automatic entry by system, manual entry, event-based / trigger-based / hybrid), while Data Operationalization relies on capability to disseminate data on the right time, right user with high level of accuracy. Figure 9 shows target processes of data creation as improved from current processes and Figure 10 shows how the process of Disseminating Data from database to users through conceptual solution design by following the CRUD matrix that is explained later in Data Architecture discussion.

On data collection phase, the development of EA should ensure that all data request has gone through thorough analysis from EA standpoint to capture the value creation and alignment with strategic objectives. This additional criteria is significant to optimize the use of resource in preparing, developing and managing the data creation, storage and distribution later on. For data operationalization phase, the authority of each function to access data should also be defined to ensure compliance with security principles. This is why the CRUD matrix should come in higher priority.

Figure 9. Target Data Creation Processes.

Figure 10. Target Data Operationalization Processes.

4.3.4 IT Installation Unit

As captured in Strategy Map, IT function has its own objectives of developing application (= 3 application), which may in conflict with the numbers of solution requested by each business user (Quality Committee alone was requesting 3 application to be ready in 2021). Secondly, from Architecture Governance adjusted scheme stated the existence of IT architect function, IT development team, and IT Operation team that will be having different objectives and roles. Thus, this study proposes a Service Management approach to manage the Target business architecture of IT function in Dharmais.

Figure 11 is developed to map the elements of Vision (integrated and self-dependable / in-house) and Mission (data accuracy, solution fulfillment, high quality Operation – SLAs, high competency) of IT Installation Unit, into Service Management approach using ITIL v3. [34].

As shown above, it is possible to map all elements of IT vision and mission (considered to be IT’s roles and objectives) into 5 different functions in Service Management approaches. However, for the sake of resource optimization, it is possible to squeeze 5 functions into (min) 2 units (Planning unit and IT Unit) or more (Planning Unit, several Business user Units, dan IT Unit). This mapping should follow management decision and guidance for Target Business Architecture of Dharmais.
4-4- Information Architecture Phase (Data Architecture)

From Data architecture point of view, this study finds out 4 methods of Database interaction in Dharmais:

a) Direct Database access: This approach is used in majority of application. It allows integration of all database for each application / modules. It is implemented by putting database access (username and password) on the source code of each application to access required database, and compiled.

b) API connection: This approach is used for DBEX application only. The API is used reciprocally between DBEX and other applications or modules which needs access to it.

c) Dump Data usage (1-way database usage): This approach is used for LIS (laboratory Information System) only. This way, LIS will dump all the data in a file, and other application will retrieve the data and insert into the database with pre-arranged format and separator.

d) Separate (island) Database: This approach is basically leaving the database alone and not-connecting it to any application or modules. This is done only for Application CanReg (Cancer Registration).

Those approaches to manage Data is not future proof, and hindering the achievement of vision “Smart”. The target architecture needs to integrate this scattered Data access with more scalable yet flexible approach. One alternative is by using combined TOGAF and SOA approach to develop interoperability and integration [35]. However, this study also proposes to complete the allocation of CRUD matrix based on earlier Value chain and business processes as precondition for this database integration.

4-5- Information Architecture Phase (Application Architecture)

During this phase, this study finds out that Dharmais is using 28 Applications, by which 25 applications are developed in-house, and 3 applications were developed by external developers. There are total almost 600 modules and 25 databases to support those 28 Applications. This information are put into an Application Portfolio Catalogue as baseline. Majority of the applications are still provided based on ad-hoc requirement and highly impacted by policy and guidance taken directly from Management of organization. In general, it has low level of scalability, while Business requires a more agile and flexible solution in near future. From Interoperability point of view, there are applications used in silo, without capability to share the access and data to others. In order to increase the impact of this portfolio, interoperability of the applications running needs to exist in Dharmais [32]. For target Architecture, it is proposed to map each application based on the main activities (as detailed in Value Chain Diagram) it served. Further, each process that creates value should be optimized to provide efficiency and effectiveness through IT support. For each application, this study also develops Application Actor Catalogues and Application Use-Case Diagram.

Another potential for development of target architecture, is the Implementation of API in Dharmais. This API concept is aligned with the mandate of Dharmais as National Cancer Registration to share the data to users or groups with interest in Cancer [30]. This API will provide access to its Database and Function, for Internal and External user. The proposed setup is by implementing an API server to manage access to Database or Application server, and allowing certain access from internal apps or even external apps. The diagram is shown in Figure 12.
4-6- Technology Architecture Phase

Dharmais is using several types of Server technology to support the backend Processing capacity. Mainly the components are divided into Application Servers, Database Servers, and Storage Servers. As for the Network elements, Dharmais is using Router, Core Switches, Distribution Switches, Firewall, and Wi-Fi Access Point. All those data are put into Technology Portfolio Catalogue as baseline information.

4-6-1- Cloud Storage

Currently, Dharmais is using internal Storage using special Storage Servers with capacity up to 47 TB, and located in the same room with all the application servers as Dharmais Data Centre. Unfortunately this data centre is reliant to UPS with shared capacity (in average 15 minutes backup time) and genset from Building. There has been case where power is lost in the datacentre locally and storage servers shutdown, which is impacting major data loss for Dharmais.

With higher availability and focus on Big data for future, Target architecture for Dharmais includes alternative of using Cloud storage for backup. Nevertheless, this target objective shall thoroughly analyse the elements of cloud adoption steps such as governance affecting the plan, law and regulation compliance, inclusion in the final architecture, and technical aspects (and security) [25]. Specifically for this case, this study develops analysis for cloud adoption using 3 areas which are Compliance Criteria – referring to Ministry Decrees and Accreditation compliance, Business Environment – alignment with Business Objective and Cost Effectiveness, and Risk Mitigation – related to Continuity, Security, and Quality Assurance.

In order to provide higher efficiency in data access and storage cost, this study proposed differentiation of 3 types data - hot data, cold data, and static data, to be stored in both in-house datacentre and cloud storage [5]. Hot data is meant for data with less than 3 months old for last access, cold data is data with last access less than 6 months old, and static data is data with more than 6 months last access. It is summarized in Table 2.

Table 2. Target Data Policy for Cloud Storage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Validity</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hot Data</td>
<td>Data that need to be accessed to support Operational activities of the Hospital</td>
<td>Last accessed &lt; 3 months</td>
<td>Local Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold Data</td>
<td>Data that need to be accessed regularly within certain interval time (medium term)</td>
<td>Last accessed &lt; 6 months</td>
<td>Cloud Storage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static Data (Archive)</td>
<td>Data that are archived, and need to be accessed in long term period. Usually required for Compliance / Audit.</td>
<td>Last accessed &gt; 6 months</td>
<td>Cloud Storage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4-6-2- Internet Access Diagram

This study finds the configuration for Internet Access is having 1 level redundancy, which is fibre-core redundancy (by provider). However, the access route entering Dharmais compound is still using 1 single duct, which means no geographical redundancy. To improve on redundancy, it is proposed to upgrade the target Architecture for Network Access by using 4-tier redundancy using CPE redundancy, Access Router redundancy, Transmission media redundancy, Point-of-Presence (PoP) redundancy, and Provider redundancy. This concept is shown in Figure 13.
With this configuration, while the main physical connection is Fibre Optic 1, Dharmais will have additional 2 physical layer protection using Fibre Optic 2 and Microwave Transmission. And further strengthened with different Route Access (Route Access 1 and Route Access 2) into Dharmais, which comes from different network PoP (PoP 1 and PoP 2) from different Internet Provider (Provider 1 and Provider 2). This study also responds to a challenge regarding compliance with government regulation on feasibility of using 2 providers. This study finds the solution by providing benchmark case in other government entity. The key is on the definition of scope of work for providers which needs to be clearly defined as “main Internet Provider” or “backup Internet provider”.

4-6-3- Network Topology Diagram

Dharmais Internal Network are connected using 3 medias: Fibre Optic cables, UTP Cat 6 cables, and Wireless access. This medias connect all Network Devices of Router, Switches, and Wi-Fi devices. For the target architecture, this study proposes the addition of redundancy for network connectivity, implementation of Cloud Storage, and use of RFID to enable data gathering (collection) for hospital devices, equipments, and facilities. The diagram are shown in Figure 14.

4-7- Opportunity and Solution Phase

From all previous phase, there are identified gap and improvement analysis distributed in Business domain (10 gaps), Data domain (7 gaps), Application domain (10 gaps) and Technology domain (7 gaps). Also additional 2 gaps are added from Preliminary and Architecture Vision, which total is 36 gaps identified. The gaps can be a totally new recommendation, or upgrade from current condition.

All these gaps are arranged as recommendation to respond to each corresponding 4 issues identified prior to this study, and the result is shown below in Table 3.
In formulating the plans for each item above, there has been several factors that need to be considered based on the nature of Dharmais organization, culture and environment. This study is using 5 factors to be considered, namely, Compliance to Regulation, Technical, Economic and Financial, Environment and Social, and Risk Analysis.

4-8-Implementation and Change Management

The output of previous phase are accommodated into Target Architecture of Dharmais, and the gaps with baseline Architecture are identified to formulate “improvement actions” or “projects” that need to be implemented. However, to implement this on operational level, Dharmais does not have any specific function or role that is equipped with relevant Task and Authority to be consistently managing the implementation of this improvement. Also, from Governance point of view, there has no function and structure within organization that was given roles to govern any future implementation of IT roadmap other than the IT unit, while the roadmap is clearly key aspect to achieve high quality investment impact on IT [36].
Further review of current business processes and job description have shown that the level of authority and coverage of the implementation was not properly aligned. For this reason, thus it is proposed to use the same governance framework earlier (Figure 2) as the scheme to create an ownership during implementation of Target Architecture. This phase of operationalization of EA into projects operationalization needs to consider the key aspects of the sociocultural climate in Dharmais which include autonomy (in several units / departments), flexibility, and specific demand for locally adapted system [37].

On this proposal, each implementation will involve CEO as accountable actor, which also serve as the Project Sponsor. The remaining directors will be accountable for the development of Programs / Projects, with success criteria (indicators) to be validated and recommended by Quality Committee. The next actions of Activating the resource, Guiding the execution, Managing change management (locally – as impact of implementation), and Managing stability will be the accountability of each Head of Department or each Head of relevant Installation unit. Then, on final closure of implementation (of each project), the handover of the project to Operational entity will be done by Head of Department / Installation to the IT Operation team.

5- Conclusion

This study has provided the full architecture work for Dharmais from baseline condition (Current) to the Target Architecture. At the end of the processes, this study has identified 36 gaps from all the sequential phases of TOGAF ADM. Most notably, the gaps stem from some primary activities that exist in the proposed Value Chain diagram but not yet supported (minimum support) with proper business processes within the organization, such as Education and Training activities, Research activities, Cancer Registration activities, Sales and Marketing activities, and Service activities. Further, all those gaps are converted as recommendation of improvement, and mapped into 4 objectives of this study, which generate 7 recommendations to improve Ownership of Business users, 5 recommendations to align Business vs. IT strategy, 16 recommendations to maximize IT use to create Competitive Advantage, and 8 recommendations to Improve IT Operation Performance. The work of the study also shows how Enterprise Architecture (TOGAF ADM) can pinpoint the specific gaps (and improvement) within Business domain to increase awareness and ownership of the business users (i.e. with the need of having clear Value Chain). Furthermore, this Enterprise Architecture framework still also maintain the capabilities to pinpoint specific improvement for IT-related issues, such as the need to have stronger service operation team with high standard of quality (i.e. with the need of having redundancy to avoid major outage and data lost). TOGAF has also provided valuable guidance to identify the lack of governance process in Dharmais. And combined with internal research within Dharmais, this study have successfully developed Architecture Governance scheme by optimizing existing units to expand the roles (Quality Committee), splitting the roles (IT Installation Unit), and re-arranging interaction between current units to improve the governance process in Dharmais.
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